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What is Lace?

• Almost all bra lace is machine made

Lace is an open work fabric consisting of a network of yarns formed into an intricate design.

• The pattern, flower, group or the like which forms the “design” of the lace

• The ground which holds the pattern together

Two parts of the lace

• Raschel lace

• Lightweight with a flower design

• Schiffli lace

• Usually embroidered by machine and heavily textured. The background fabric is dissolved away

• Leavers lace

• Openwork fabric using solids and spaces made on a Leavers machine

“Official” types of lace



Types of Lace 
Used in Bra 

Sewing

•Typically, embroidered designs on tulle fabric

•Can be single sided or double sided

•The swooping edges are sometimes called “galloon”

•Single sided edges may have a mirror available 
(more on this later…)

•Usually non-stretch, but can be “bouncy”

•Stretch Mesh laces are quite stretchy while still being 
embroidered

Tulle lace

•Typically, motifs regularly woven on a netted 
background

•Can be multi-colored, but usually single colored

•Typically presented as a double galloon with self 
mirroring (more on this later…)

• Incorporates Lycra or spandex in the fabric to allow the 
lace to stretch and pop back.

Stretch lace



Types of Lace 
Used in Bra 

Sewing

• Typically,heavily textured embroidery done on a 
substrate which is washed away

• Usually double galloon  edges

• Usually non-stretch, but have a lot of movement

• Can be manipulated into a variety of shapes by 
cutting the thread bars and re-shaping

• Used in high end lingerie

• Great for Underwear as Outerwear

Guipure lace

• Rigid eyelash lace is a cross between the allover 
pattern of a Raschel lace like stretch lace and the 
rigid structure of a tulle lace

• Narrow lace trims are a cross between a stretch 
lace and elastic

• Allover lace is as wide as fabric with lace features

Other laces



Basic 
Construction 

thoughts…

◦ Stretch lace used over a rigid fabric should be cut slightly 
smaller (about 95% of full size) 

◦ This will prevent your lace from “bagging”

◦ You want to pay attention to motifs when laying out your 
pattern

◦ Pleasant balance to the lace overall

◦ Avoid large motifs over the bust point

◦ Mirroring lace

◦ The pattern of the lace should be mirrored from one side to 
the other

◦ Both patterns curling in/out

◦ Sequence of motifs the same going in/out

◦ Most tulle laces with one side embroidered have the mirror 
on a different piece

◦ Most stretch laces and laces embroidered on both sides 
have the mirror on the other side of the lace

◦ Some laces are symmetrical and don’t require mirroring



Cool lace…

• Embroidered and overprinted

• Overprinted stretch lace

Overprinted lace

• Embroidered

• Jacquard

Stretch Mesh lace

Different patterns on each side

Flocked lace



Dealing with 
Challenging Lace

◦ Lace is not very wide…

◦ Highlight the lace in small places like the power bar 
or the frame. 

◦ Lace with a larger motif

◦ Use a pattern with a big canvas

◦ Think of the lace as color and texture rather than 
motif

◦ Highlight the supporting motifs

◦ Use a vertical seamed cup

◦ Lace with Beautiful trailing motifs

◦ Applique the motifs 

◦ Liz’s class at the Bee

◦ Dart the lace


